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Arlington 
16 April 2013

Ten years of distance
Nod from passing cab
Viewed from approaching flight
Avoided for a decade.
Touching cool platinum surface
Tempered cross
Back to ashes indeed.
Letters fade
Refreshed tomorrow
To fade again.
Crumpled shirt
Embroidered flag
Who did know?
September 3 1917 Bluff City
February 24 2003 Hoag scan
Engineering done, finally.
Your way made my way
To thrive and pass the torch
Your grace and light
Showed the way.
US Air Force
World War II Korea Vietnam
Only the half of it
Tuskegee silent.
William D. Phears, Lt. Colonel
Grandson of proud James Fears
Your Virginia plateau
The ground beneath our feet
Ain’t, but it Can Be?
Because of you, it is.



Summer, Planned
21 June 1998

Harder this year.
Farther this time.
Longer than last.
Air fresh.  Trees green, tall.
Flowing, clear,
rippling, meandering
water, no beds of dry creeks.
Clamoring levels of green
Sloped and mounds
Rising and long
Fields all green.
Cows, reposed.
Passed-byers
self, unmirrored.
Motorcycle din
mechanics dens,
over and again.
Animal care abound.

Anxious, eager, fearful, lonely...
Terror...
The beauty remains.
New bonds will form
Alone.
Again with friends.



The Graduate
20 June 1998

Showing the way.
Leading along the path
Signalling puddles
Coaxing out of mud.
Double-visioned soul.
Crying, Frightened.
Sharp and at task
Confused, some anger.
Focus lost, clarity gone.
Lonely and alone.
Graduation, hurrah.
Second skin.
Trunk gently pressed closed.
Shielded, a bit
from scathing love
and timid honesty.

More free, at last.



Slim
25  March  2003

Comfort food
Summer smile
Alpaca hair
Mild mood
Warm Scent
Quiet judgment
Real love.

Arkansas daddy
My p-e-s-t
lemmelone
I adore you.

Grateful
Bless-ed
Me.

Loss came
He begged his leave
"Saved by God".

As life is, he is me
I am he
We are us forever in Nii

 in Miishe
 in Dwetri
 in Naakai

In OB
Near perfect form.
Outlasting flesh
Teeth and grin
To begin again.



Big Sur
21  May 2001

Crashing waves
Glistening rocks
Towering redwood
A purple plume.

Couples calmed
Ahi seared
Reading bliss
Tea and tai tshe.

A swim 
A hike
A sauna
Carmel majesty.

A dozen roses 
A cove shared
Talk and wonder
A lifelong love.

A Happy 50th

Welcomed
Confronted
Festooned
And embraced.



To Maria
4  April  2005

En route, in flight
In doubt about self.
Freeze-frame reached
Thoughts suspended
In fading vapor.

I learned the math
And revealed the student.
Competent and comfortable
To frame the puzzle
Thanks to Maria.

Tightly wound, too physically spent
To stretch a mental inch.
Long distance runner
Not in shape
But equipped to try another day.

Elusive focus.
Old to me 
New for me.
Time and chance
To rein in.
 
The hug of a friend
And pain subsides.
The fear in check
The demon in relief 
I cannot do this alone.

In the end
Bigger than the math
Was the kindness and the respect. 
Thank you, Maria
For this.



Sky Dive
23 April  2015

On my back

My launch through the stars begins

Inviting me to understand gravity

Anew.

The big dipper quickly exposed 

Startling me trumping my legacy 

search for its little brother

I am drawn away through the 

sheaths of stars I know 

To the projectiles of stars I have 

never known had never seen had 

not imagined.

Past the known planets, at least 

those known to me

Rendez-vous with the International 

Space Station 

A moment’s reflection of Scott Kelly 

alone

No multinational cosmonaut 

colleagues.

Petra led me to the dome 

Iran’s sky lured me to the heavens

An endless float

An effortless flight

Settling into a deep sleep

Better travelled

At peace.

Awakening I see

Less than earlier, when the dark was 

absolute.

A shrinking depth of clarity

As the dawn is birthed.  

While the rising sun

Illuminates our world

Dazzles what is immediate

We become blind to what is most 

Profound, lasting and vast.

Alas.



Wbg Life is Lived
20 September 2007

I am flawed
In narrow ways deeply.
I am loved
And have known love broadly.
In some ways
It’s unclear
There is more to life
Than me
And mine
For peace to reign.



Valentine Distance
13 February 2009

Echoing halls
Decorated spaces
Aged fine wine
Empty framed faces

Schedules kept
Skills upgraded
Calls returned
Meaning fades

Love grown old
Wise and deep
Flesh and breath
Our promises keep

Time goes on
We gently follow
Learn for today 
To touch tomorrow



A New Order
27 April  2009

The tone changes
Reflection swamps polemic
Intention trumps aspiration
Vows seem eternal, secure

No need to imagine
Bandwidth without fear
More real in the moment 
Laser vision pristine sound

Breeding leaders
Short on exhortation 
Arrived not strived
Aloud and cool

Barack is
We are or shall become
Each his/her own
Flying with ancestors
Beyond the stars
Free at last


